
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Interaction is storytelling, and storytelling is a need. 



 
 
 

What is it? 

ProtoTypo is a container of interactive stories made of many pieces: words, images, sounds. 

Storytelling is how you put the pieces together. 

A screen, a projection and the user in front of it, wielding an interaction tool. Use it to unveil meaning, ideas, designs, 

to make the story flow. 

Want to tell a different story? Change the tool. Change the pieces. Change behaviour. 

ProtoTypo is fully customizable. 

First story to be told 

At Frontiers of Interaction 2013, where protoTypo has been presented, design was one of the themes of the 

conference. So "Design and Designers" was the first story being fed to the machine. 

Every chapter of the story is made of a beautiful object and a meaningful sentence from its designer.  

The villain is an ugly cloud of chaotic words swarming the objects and cluttering them. 

The user is given an industrial paintgun and has to use it to trigger the storytelling. 

 

 

 

As the user fires toward the screen, a violent jet of letters comes from the nozzle, spraying away the chaotic cloud. As 

the cleaning goes on, the object emerges, and the sentence is composed. 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Interaction (is storytelling) 

The interaction tool is part of the story. 

Back in the 60's, the rising designers from Milan needed someone to actually 

build solid prototypes and real objects. Skilled craftmen  were commonly found in 

Milan's hinterland. Designers and artisans worked together and made italian 

design famous worldwide. 

The paint-gun is a small tribute to those makers of the past, and is an object of 

intrinsic meaning, sturdy and substantial.  

Its use is obvious and funny. 

Tell another story 

"Design and Designers" is an example of the stories protoTypo can tell. 

With little effort different contents and interactive behaviours can be implemented. 

The interaction tool can vary accordingly to the needs of the story.  

A garden hose, a vacuum cleaner, a marker... 

What's the point? 

Engagement. 

Fun. 

Storytelling.  

Three things you need to catch people's attention if your goal is communication.  

Whatever the topic. 

Contacts 

For prices and customization proposals please contact mail@orfware.com 

 

Website:  orfware.com 

Facebook:  facebook.com/Orfware 

Twitter:  @OrfWare 
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